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This invention relates to dies for forming die 
castings having undercut surfaces thereon. More 
particularly, the invention relates to dies of the 
class described wherein undercut recesses are 
formed in at least one surface of the resulting 

10 Claims, (C. 18- 42) 

casting without the use of cores and in a two 
part die structure, particularly wherein the dies 
are mounted for swinging or arcuate movement, 
in order to eject the casting from the die cavi 
ties. The novel features of the invention will 
be best understood from the following descrip 
tion when taken together with the accompanying 
drawing, in which certain embodiments of the 
invention are disclosed, and in which the sep 
arate parts are designated by Suitable reference 
characters in each of the views; and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view showing three 
coupled scoops of separable fastener stringers in 
cross section, indicating one type of Scoop 
structure made with my form of dies which I 
employ. 

Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1, showing an 
other form of scoop structure produced from dif 
ferent dies than those employed in producing the 
scoops of Fig. 1. . . . . 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view on the line 3-3 of 
Fig. 2, showing only the surface section of the 
scoops, as seen in Fig. 2, simply to indicate the 
longitudinal contour of Scoops made with the 
dies employed, 

Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic sectional view showin 
a pair of dies mounted to Swing about a common 
axis in forming scoops of the type and kind illus 
trated in Fig. 1, and omitting the tape on which 
the scoop is formed. : 

Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 4, showing dies 
in an open position. - ... - 

Fig. 6 is a partial section on the line 6-6 of 
Fig. 4, and also illustrating the stringer tape 
upon which the scoop is cast. 

Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 4, showing dies 
pivoted upon spaced axes for producing scoops 
of the type and kind illustrated in Fig. 2, and 
also omitting the tape on which the Scoop is 
formed. . . . . . . . 

Fig. 8 is a view similar to Fig. 7, showing the 
dies in an open position; and 
... Fig. 9 is a section on the line 9-9 of Fig. 7, 
and showing the scoop, cast on a stringer tape. 

In the accompanying drawing, the dies illus 
trated have cavities for forming scoops of sep 
arable fastener stringers, and particularly what 
I term coreless scoops. That is to say, scoops 
which are die cast directly upon the stringer 
tapes by the use of a pair of swinging dies with 
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out utilizing core pins or other core members 
for forming the undercut or recessed portions of 
the scoops in producing the female coupling of 
the scoops, preventing transverse separation of 
coupled Scoops. - - - 

In the construction of dies prior to recent de 
velopments by me, it has been impossible to form 
undercuts in die cast, molded or otherwise formed 
products without the use of multiple dies or cores 
movable relatively to the dies. In more recent 
developments by me, I have conceived dies hav. 
ing cavities which will form undercuts in the 
resulting products by either moving the dies 
angularly to each other in ejecting the product 
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from the dies, or by so forming the undercut 
surfaces and other surfaces of the -dies, as to 
facilitate automatic ejection of the casting and 
movement of the casting relative to dies which 
are separated in a common plane in the manner 
of conventional die movement. . . . . 
The present application deals with the pro 

duction of dies which will swing in an arcuate 
path or about one or more axes in separation of 
the dies and in freeing the casting or product 
from the cavity or impressions of the dies in 
order to form undercut recesses or channels in 
predetermined surfaces of the resulting products. 
The method of forming castings with such dies 
is described and claimed in a copending applica 
tion Serial Number 543,170, filed July 1, 1944 
now abandoned. 

In Figs. 4, 5 and 6 of the drawing I have shown 
a pair of dies 0 and having interfitting bear 
ing portions as at 2, to Swing about a common 
axis in the form of a shaft or rod 3. Both dies 
iO and i? have registering cavities, 4 and 15 
on adjacent surfaces thereof which in the con 
struction shown, are the same cross Sectional 
form as well as longitudinal sectional form. In 
cross sectional form, the combined cavities f4 
will form at the upper surface of the resulting 
casting 6 a longitudinal recess it, the radius of 
which is common with the axis 3. In other 
words, the walls 8 and 9 of the cavities f4 and 
5 have a curvature concentric with the Swinging 
movement of the die parts 0 and if on the axis 
3. Opposed walls 20 and 2 fl of the cavities 14 
and 5 are also curved and are preferably of a 
radius common to or slightly less than the radius 
of the walls 8 and 9, so that the convex sur 
face 22 of the casting is free to fit and operate 
in the concave surface 7 of an adjacent casting, 
as will appear from a consideration of Fig. 1 of 
the drawing. ' . . . ' 

In other words, the convex surfaces, 22. of 
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coupled Scoops seat and operate in the concave 
Surfaces 7 of adjacent scoops, and the slight 
difference in curvatures provides a free bending 
of the stringer tapes one upon the other, the 
structure being more or less of a modified ball 
and socket coupling between the scoops. This 
engagement of the scoops also retains coupled 
Scoops against transverse separation, as Will 
clearly appear from a consideration of Fig. 1 of 
the drawing. 
The Scoops 6 are held against lateral Sep 

aration by more or less diamond shaped heads 
23, the upper and lower projections 24 of which 
Will engage upper and lower recesses 25 of ad 
jacent scoops, as will clearly appear from the 
longitudinal section of the scoop, as seen in Fig. 
6 of the drawing. It will here be kept in mind 
that the irregular longitudinal contour of the 
Scoop, as seen in Fig. 6, is carried out to both 
sides of the scoop in transverse parallel lines, so 
that there is no wall structure on the scoop in 
terfering with the swinging separation of the 
dies' 10 and f in ejecting the casting. The sec 
tion in Fig. 6 of the drawing is taken through 
the head portion 23 of the scoop, as seen in Fig. 
6, whereas in Fig. 1, a section through the re 
cessed portion 25 thereof is seen in the middle 
scoop of said figure. By employing a slightly 
less radius on-the surfaces 22 of the scoops, it 
will be apparent that these convex surfaces con 
verge to a degree with the concave surfaces ET, 
thus providing a free separation of the dies one 
from the othier. 
In Fig. 6 of the drawing I have shown at 26 

the gate opening on the parting line of the dies 
through which casting material is injected into 
the cavities from a nozzle part of which is dia 
grammatically shown at 2. In this figure is 
also indicated at 28 a part of a stringer tape upon 
which the casting is formed, and at 29 is in 
dicated one of a pair of grippers employed to 
engage the tape to support the tape and cast 
ing in the separation of the dies and also to feed 
a formed casting into a lowered position, as in 
dicated in dotted lines at 30 in Fig. 4, in order 
to form the next successive casting on the 
stringer tape 28. This operation is continued 
indefinitely until the required number of cast 
ings are formed in defining each stringer length. 
In Figs. 7, 8 and 9 of the drawing I have 

shown at 3 and 32 a pair of similar dies 
mounted for swinging movement upon independ 
ent and Spaced axes 33 and 34. The dies 3 
and 32 have cavities 35 and 36 adapted to col 
lectively form cast scoops. 37 of the type and 
kind illustrated in Fig. 2 of the drawing. These 
castings are of the same longitudinal section as 
the castings 6 as will appear from a consider 
ation of Fig. 9. In other words, they will in 
clude outer heads 38 similar to the heads 23, 
inwardly of which are the opposed recesses. 39. 
In Fig. 9, 40 represents the gate opening sim 

ilar to the gate 26, 4 part of the injection 
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nozzle, similar to the nozzle 27 and 42 the 
stringer tape upon which the casting 37 is 
formed. Grippers are also employed, and one 
of these grippers is indicated at 43. 
The cast scoops 37 differ from the scoops 6 

in providing sharp ridges 44 on the convex sur 
faces of the scoops and corresponding recesses 
45 on the opposed or undercut surfaces of the 
scoops. This result is produced by providing 
walls 46 and 47 in the cavities 35 and 36 which 
are concentric to the swinging movement of the 
dies 3 f and 32 on their pivots, the walls inter 
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4. 
secting on the parting line of the dies to form 
the ridges 44 in each casting. The cavities 35 
and 36 have opposed curved surfaces 48 and 49 
preferably of a radius greater than the radius 
of the surfaces 46 and 4 and also interSecting 
on the parting line of the dies to form the longi 
tudinal groove, recess or channel 45 in each 
casting. It may be noted that the radius of 
curvature of surfaces 48 and 49 of dies 3 and 
32, respectively, is less than the distance to such 
surfaces from the pivot centers 3S and 34, about 
which each die 3 and 32 moves. 

It will be understood that the walls 8 and 
49 could be parallel to the walls 46 and 4 but 
by contracting these walls, the corresponding 
surfaces on the castings formed will converge 
to the sides thereof and produce between coupled 
scoops of two stringers spaces as at 50, note FigS. 
2 and 3, which will provide free bending or flex 
ing movement of coupled stringers. The clear 
ances as at 50 are materially greater than the 
slight clearance shown in Fig. 1, and this, is due 
to the fact that the ball and socket structure in 
itself, as shown in Fig. 1, provides for free flex 
ing or bending movement of the Stringers. 
The walls of the die cavities above defined, in 

other words, the walls 46 and 47, produce the 
curved converging walls 5 and 52 on the re 
sulting scoops, whereas the walls 48 and 49 pro 
duce the walls 53 and 54 of the scoops. These 
walls carry the longitudinal irregular croSS Sec 
tion shown in Fig. 9 throughout the full width 
of the Scoops. 

It will be apparent that dies of the general 
type and kind herein disclosed may have cavities 
of any shape or form to produce products of 
any kind consistent with the formation of under 
cut recessed portions on at least one Surface 
of the resulting products. Further, the illustra 
tion in the accompanying drawing of the meth 
ods of controlling movement of the dies is only 
illustrative of two adaptations of the invention. 
Any means may be employed to guide the dies 
in a curved or arcuate path, or parallel to at 
least one surface of the die and the resulting 
product and capable of freeing an opposed Sulf 
face by reason of the relative contour or curva 
ture of such opposing surface. It is also desir 
able, for free ejection of a casting, to have these 
opposing surfaces of the die cavity and the re 
sulting product converging in the direction of 
the side surface of the product, or in other 
words, converging with respect to the depth of 
the cavity. Another way of explaining this 
structural feature would be to say that the prod 
uct formed between two dies would have its 
greatest thickness at the parting line of the dies, 
In referring to the formation of die castings, 

it will be understood that any types and kinds 
of materials may be employed in the Sense of 
metallic or plastic materials, and in molding or 
forming processes of any type or kind wherein 
it is practical to form products in die cavities 
or impressions by movement of the dies toward 
and from each other in curved paths, and par 
ticularly in separation of the dies by such move 
ment to eject the castings or molded products 
from the die cavities. In the accompanying 
drawings, the castings are shown as formed on 
a mounting, such for example, as the stringer 
tape. In many instances, no mountings will be 
employed. 

Having fully described my invention, what I 

  



5 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: - : , 

1. A pair of coreless dies for forming die cast 
ings of concavo-convex cross sectional contour 
throughout the length thereof, to provide on one 
surface of the castings undercut recesses longi 
tudinally thereof, said dies collectively having a 
cavity of said concavo-convex cross sectional 
contour, throughout the length of the cavity 
and opening through adjacent surfaces of the 
dies, the walls of each die cavity being of irr 
regular contour longitudinally thereof, the Walls 
of the cavity defining the irregular contour being 
parallel in each cavity, and said dies being 
mounted for separating. movement, on a connon 
axis with which that waII of the cavity forming 
the concave contour of the casting is concentric. 

2: A die for shaping a predetermined product 
having an undercut recess on one surface de 
fined by curved walls, said die comprising two 
die parts, each die part having an impression, 
the impressions of the die parts registering on 
the parting line of the dies, each impression hav 
ing undercut surfaces extending beyond the limits 
of the registering portions of said impressions 
at the parting line to form in the product shaped 
by said die impression the undercut recess in 
one surface of said product, said dies being mov 
able in curved paths to free the dies from the 
undercut surface of the product in the separation 
of said dies, and the movement of said dies being 
on independent and Spaced axeS. 

3. A pair of coreless dies for forming die cast 
separable fastener scoops; said dies having reg 
istering cavities and mating faces and each die 
having a cavity opening in such face bounded 
by parallel edge portions merging successively 
into converging, diverging and again converg 
ing edge portions; each cavity Opening lying en 
tirely within the confines of the nating face; 
each cavity presenting transverse sections, at 
right angles to the plane of the cavity opening, 
all bounded by an inner wall Spaced from and 
substantially parallel to the die face and upper 
and lower similar arcuate walls; Said cavities 
together defining a complete die cast SCOOp. When 
the cavity openings are in registry; and each of 
said dies being mounted for separating move 
ment about a fixed pivot center located above 
said upper arcuate walls, the radius of curva 
ture of said upper arcuate wall of each die being 
equal to the distance to such wall from the pivot 
center about which each Sch. Wall noves, and 
the radius of curvature of said, lower arcuate 
wall of each die being less than the distance to 
such wall from the pivot center about which 
each such wall moves. 

4. A pair of COreless dies for forming die cast 
separable fastener scoops, said dies having reg 
istering cavities and nating faces and each die 
having a cavity opening lying entirely within 
the confines of the mating face; said cavities 
together defining a complete die cast scoop when 
the cavity openings are in registry; each cavity 
being bounded by upper and lower arcuate Walls; 
each die having a channel opening through one 
end thereof and extending inwardly to the die 
cavity, each said channels together forming a 
gate passage When the dies are in registering 
position; and each of said dies being mounted 
for Separating movement about a fixed pivot 
center located above said upper arcuate walls, 
the radius of curvature of said upper arcuate 
Wall of each die being no greater than the dis 
tance from the pivot center of such die to any 
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6 
point on said upper arcuate wall and the radius 
of curvature of said lower arcuate wall of each 
die being no greater than the distance from the 
pivot center of such die to any point on said 
lower arcuate wall. 

5. A pair of dies for forming die cast separable 
fastener scoops, said dies having cavities and 
mating faces and each die having a cavity open 
ing in such face bounded by parallel edge por 
tions merging successively into converging, di 
verging and again converging edge portions, 
each cavity presenting transverse sections, at 
right angles to the plane of the cavity opening, 
all bounded by an inner wall spaced from and 
substantially parallel to the die face and upper 
and lower similar arcuate walls, and said dies 
being mounted for separating movement about 
two, spaced, fixed, pivot centers located above 
said upper arcuate walls. 

6. A pair of dies for forming die cast separable 
fastener Scoops, said dies having cavities and 
mating faces and each die having a cavity open 
ing in such face bounded by parallel edge por 
tions merging successively into converging, di 
verging and again converging edge portions, each 
cavity presenting transverse sections, at right 
angles to the plane of the cavity opening, all 
bounded by an inner wall spaced from and Sub 
stantially parallel to the die face and upper 
and lower similar arcuate walls, and said dies 
being mounted for separating movement about 
two, spaced, fixed, pivot centers located above 
said upper arcuate Walls, the center of Curva 
ture of each upper arcuate Wall Substantially 
coinciding with the pivot center of Such wall. 

7. A pair of dies for forming die cast separable 
fastener scoops, said dies having cavities and 
mating faces and each die having a cavity Open 
ing in such face bounded by parallel edge por 
tions merging successively into converging, di 
verging and again Converging edge portions, 
each cavity presenting transverse sections, at 
right angles to the plane of the cavity opening, 
all bounded by an inner Wall Spaced from and 
substantially parallel to the die face and upper 
and lower similar arcuate Walls, and Said dies 
being mounted for separating movement about 
two, Spaced, fixed, pivot centers located above 
said upper arcuate walls, the radius of curva 
ture of said arcuate walls of each die being no 
greater than the distance from each pivot center 
to any point on either of the arcuate walls which 
move about such center. 

8. A coreless die for forming die castings hav 
ing an undercut recess on one surface thereof, 
said die comprising two die parts having ad 
jacent abutting surfaces, Said die parts each 
having registering cavities which have openings 
in Said abutting Surfaces and which are defined 
by Walls extending into each die part inwardly 
Of said Surfaces, Said cavity openings lying en 
tirely within the confines of said abutting sur 
faces, Said walls of the cavities of the die parts 
which define the undercut recess in the casting 
converging and interSecting at said abutting 
Surfaces, and Said die parts being mounted to 
Swing on Spaced independent axes. 

9. A coreless die for forming die castings 
having an undercut recession one surface there 
of, Said die comprising two die parts having ad 
jacent abutting Surfaces, said die parts each 
having registering cavities which have openings 
in said abutting Surfaces and which are defined 
by Walls extending into each die part inwardly 
of Said Surfaces, said cavity openings lying en 
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tirely. Within the confines of said abutting. Sur 
faces, each of Said die parts being mounted for 
Separating movement about a fixed axis, Said 
walls of the cavities of the die parts which define 
the undercut recess in the casting converging 
and intersecting at said abutting surfaces, and 
Other opposed Walls defining the die cavities being 
concentric with respect to the axis of each die 
part. 

10. A die comprising a pair of die parts having 
registering cavities in adjacent Sides of Said 
parts, each of Said cavities having curved walls 
defining concave and convex surfaces on Op 
posite sides of each said cavities, said concave 
and convex Surfaces converging in the direction 
of the depth of their respective cavities, said 
die parts being mounted on independent axes 
and movable relatively to each other in a di 
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rection which parallel the curvature of one of 
their said curved Walls. 
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